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drives profitable sales
The most important thing about selecting your promotion is that it must be a “win” for the business when
customers claim the deal. Some examples include:

Drive existing customers to try a new offering. An example would be offering a
discount on a new flavor within a highly profitable or popular line. 

Nudge customers to buy more, driving up total spending at the business.  An
example would be creating a deal where you “spend $30 or more, get $10 off” or
“buy two items, get the third 50 percent off.”

Stack “GOOD Deal” status on top of promotional deals the business already
knows work well and/or are already in their marketing budget for the year. It
seems counterintuitive, but our data shows that a GOOD Deal donation stacked
on top of a promotion or sale the business routinely uses – even if it reduces
overall customer savings – can boost sales performance by double digits. An
example would be a business that usually runs a “25% off purchase” sale in
November. We recommend keeping that sale but stacking it with a $10 GOOD
Deal donation as the requirement for the customer to unlock the deal. In the
business’ standard November sale format, if the customer spends $100, they’d
save $25. In the GOOD Deal donation format, if the customer spends $100, they’d
save $25, but also pay $10 in charitable donations, reducing overall savings to
$15. Interestingly, the charitable donation often increases deal participation, rather
than softening it.

Move inventory. For example, in highly seasonal businesses or businesses where
inventory spoils, GOOD Deals can help the business sell through inventory at a
deep discount while creating charitable impact. If the inventory was already
planned for sale at a loss, why not do some GOOD while executing the necessary
sell-off?

Deal Overviewgood
What is a        Deal?good A           Deal is any type of offer that a business

is willing to provide to their customer in
exchange for a donation to your nonprofit. A   
         Deal can be a discount, a bonus, an
upsell, a buy-one-get-one, a free product or any
other promotional incentive that your business
partner wishes to offer. Explore the items below
to see what makes a deal extra         .
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OFFERS AMAZING
CUSTOMER
VALUE

Simply put, customers must be moved into action because of the exciting
depth of discount or the exclusive availability of the item. If the deal is not
available to enough customers or offered on unpopular items, it will do little for
the business or the nonprofit. For example, if the GOOD Deal is only offered on
“Widget A,” which only comes in a color, flavor or size that 10 percent of
customers like, the results of your fundraiser will not be helpful to anyone.

includes a link
to your
nonprofit

The GOOD Deal, itself, can be a great way to build a bridge between the
business and your nonprofit messaging. For example, if you’re a food pantry
and know that it costs $10.10 to feed a family for a day, you might consider a
GOOD Deal for $10.10 off a purchase of “Widget A.” The striking price point
can serve as an opportunity for store employees to easily communicate the
“why” of the deal while spreading your nonprofit’s brand and mission.
Alternately, if you’re a heart health nonprofit running a good deal during
February, perhaps your business partners can create GOOD Deals on items
that are red or have a heart motif.

EASY TO
IMPLEMENT

The business must be able to deliver on the deal easily and within their current
business systems. Overly complicated deals are not only confusing to the
customer, but also to the business employees charged with executing them.
For example, if your deal offers a percent off purchase, the employees at the
register must have a way to activate the discount within their system. GOOD
Deal QR Codes and their accompanying email receipts can be programmed
with a “coupon code” that employees at the register can key in if that is helpful
to their business operations. 

An example of an overly burdensome deal would be a structure that requires
employees to get manager approval, manual manager overrides, or “key turns”
at the register every time a customer wants to redeem a GOOD Deal. 
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